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1. Introduction
Within the context of Theme I of the 8th congress,

this paper establishes a method of struccural safety
analysis for the lateral Vibration of aerodynamically
stable Suspension bridges under stormy winds.

The recent use of the so-called gust response
factor in the dynamic analysis of structures subjected
to gusty winds indicates an achievement of a higher level
of sophistication in the structural safety analysis
compared with the use of conventional safety factor,
since the introduction of the gust response factor is
based on the recognition that the wind velocity and hence
the structural response have to be treated realistically
as random processes.

The present paper demonstrates that a further effort
will make it possible to estimate, in approximation, the
probability of survival or failure of the Suspension
bridge (in the lateral mode of Vibration) which is a more
direct measure of safety in accordance with the
probabilistic concept of structural safety1 '*'

Since the type of failure considered in this paper
is either buckling or yielding of a chord member of the
stiffening truss due to its lateral bending under the wind
pressure (this defines a critical bending moment at each
cross-section), the linear equations of motion can be
employed in the response analysis. Such failure modes are
also assumed implicitly or explicitly in the previous
papers2-5 dealing with the same problem.

(* Numerais indicate references at the end.
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2. Structural Analysis

In the present paper, as in References 2 and 3, the
wind velocity U*(t) &t the height_ z above ground is the
sum of the mean wind velocityL/zW and the fluctuating
part utct, x)

The pressure due to the wind velocity Uz(t) is, as
usual, assumed to consist of two parts: the pressure du«
to the mean wind velocity

Vit) - ±f<.A 0,'Ct) (1)

and the pressure due to the fluctuating part
(2)

p(t, x) / cd A UzCi) Ui(t. x)
where J° is the density of air, c and ct the static and
the dynamic drag coefficient and A the exposed area of
the structure considered.

It is usually observed from wind velocity records
that utCt,x)±a nonstationary with a larger variance at a
larger mean wind velocity. In the present study, however,
it is assumed that ut(t,x) is stationary with a (constant)
variance equal_to that associated_ with the maximum mean
wind velocity (Jt • Furthermore, UtLt) in Eq.(2) is replaced
by for simplicity. Hence, the following stationarized
and conservative expression is used for P(t,x)

pCt, x) S <-*. A U, Uitt, x (3)

Since the Variation of T(t) in time is much slow
compared with the fundamental period of lateral Vibration
of the System p_f the cäbles and truss, the response yT(t,x)
and ye(t,x) to P(t) is obtained performing a quasi-static
analysis, while the mean square value of yT* (t,x) and the
bending moment M*(t,x) of the truss to p(t,x) is evaluated
on the basis of the Standard equations of motion:

ElyT" + 4(x)(?T - %) PT(t) W

- Hyc" - &(x)(yT - %) PcCt) (5)

^^' + Ar %• * EI yr*" +4 (Xj (Jt/ - tf) PT(t,X) (6)

<%* +/"c>c* - Hyc" -fe(x)(yT*-yc*} Pc(t,x) (7)w,

with
feix) ^g /-ficx) pß)

where the primes and the dots indicate differentiation
with respect to x and t respectively, -fL(x) is the hanger
length, EI the bending rigidity of the truss in the
horizontal direction, H the sum of the horizontal forces in
the cäbles, in. the mass per unit length, M the linear
viscous damping with subscripts T and C indicating that
the quantities with T are associated with the truss and
those with C are with the cäbles. The lateral bending
moment of the truss can be obtained from its lateral
displacement in the usual fashion.
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The finite sine jtransform technique or the sine series
expansion_of yT and yc can be used to solve Eqs. (4) and
(5) for yT and % To evaluate the mean square response
of M* the frequency response functions HTr (oj, x, x„) of
yT*(t,x) and HTCCm,x,x.) of yc*(t,x) due to an input
e.tCl> ö Cx-Xc) applied at x X„ on the truss are first

obtained by emploving the finite sine transform technique.
After some manipulation, one can showjhat the_ sine
transforms hfTT(j) HTT{oi, j, x0) and Hrc'j) Htc (.<*>>j*x,)
(with respect to x over x 0 ~ Z of Htt(u, x, x„)
and HTCCo), x, x0) satisfy the following equations.

% ffrr (J)dV - LHTC(j)C*j „stof^X, C9)
J'' j-l <

(n=1,2,-~
-lHTT(j)cnj + ZHTC(j)enJ =o, (10)

where

eUj - w'nr + i u>Mt + E^- Ji ') *»j + c*j (11)

Cj =j|^ | $W« + -yiy- ^y_r,,, } (12)

enj (-Cü*-mc + IW/ic + /-/ ^ -) Snj + cnj (13)

where -t is the span length, S'ij the Kronecker delta,
and 4.r the coefficients of cosine series expansion of
•/lex; :

£<xj j Z £r ws-y-ac. (14)

Eqs.(y) and (10) represent two sets of infinite
number of equations for HttW anäJ^TC(n). By taking only
first N terms each of ffrr(n) and Ay-rc Cn) n,j 1,2,...,
/V and 7- 1,2,...,2/V jone can obtain a set of 2N
equations for 2/V unknowns HrrCn) and HTC (n) n 1,
2,...,/V Solving these and applying the inverse sine
transformation, the frequency response function/-/tt(o>, x, x.)
can be written as

Htt(cojX, x„) 2. cct(u,x) Sc^-y-X0 (15)

where n
v -i jnOt-kiU,*) Z a;> Sun.—j-X ^16-j

In the Eq.(16) CLjt is the j - k member of the inverse
matrix of a Symmetrie 2N x 2/V raatrix
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A
D

-c
c

E
with D [dij] C fQ/J and E [ey]

The frequency response functions HctC")^^»^ of
yT*Ct, x) and A/eC (co, x, x,; of yc*(t,x) due to an input
e.iut (TCx-x.) on the cable can also'be obtained in a
similar fashion.

HCT (<^> x, x„ X, ßt. tu, x sUa -^z» (17)
*-<

where

/3*( co, x ; X fl,-,*** s^Äx.
^, ^ -¦ (18)

The functions HCctu,z, x0) and Hrctu,x, x„) are not
needed in the following analysis.

fiaking use of a'^Cto, x; and /3 !* 'u,x) one can show
that the mean Square spectral density function of MT*tt,x)
is N r,

S W. X =ZZ [ <*/' CO, X ; OC'j ü), X Srs i u>)

+ Z Re \ ötr tu, x) ßi' t") S^/ t(v) j

+ ßr" (co, x) p; (co, x; S " (w; ] (1y)

in which Re Z and 2 respectively indicate real part and
complex con.jugate of 2

S« tu) =J J Sf^tu) Wy^f sly.±l.X2 dXi dxt (20)

with X and Y standing either for T or C and
C- XY

^htitoj) being the cross-spectral density of p%tt, Xt
and Pytt.xi). z »

The variances Cv,2 and 0^ ofMT(t,x) exx6.MT(t,x)
are then obtained as

w -r S tu, x du OÄ CO'2 S (co, x; cj'o)
(21;
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In the following discussion, however, the second and
third terms within the square brackets of Eq.(1y) are
neglected because of their small contributions (as also
done in Refs.2 and 3), and S^ is approximated by

SfJl tu) „p (- _i^L_ | x, - Xl | $(u) (22)
V

2.11 (Ji '
where the exponential term is the Square root of the
coherence, 2U{Ji/tku) the scale of turbulence at the
wave length zx Qt /'co and 4>(u) ±s the mean square
spectral density of pTtt, x) and is given by2

§t") lr(?cdTArÜt?K-^- *-^- (23)

in which K is the surface drag coefficient, Un the
mean wind velocity at the reference height of 33 ft above
ground, is related to U* by

ü, ü (¦?;." (24)

with oc being a constant.

3. Safety Analysis

In previous papers *' s one of the present authors
developed a method of estimating upper and lower bounds
of the probability that a Gaussian random process z(t)will not be confined in a domain defined by - a(r)'j?(tji a(t)
in a specified time interval, where <xtt) (>o) is a
deterministic function of time.

Consider the Standard design procedure for wind
loads where the stiffening truss is designed so that it
can withstand, with a safety factor n. the bending
moment Miix) produced by a specified (uniform) design
wind pressure fd This implies that the critical
bending moment at cross-section x is nMd(x) Suppose
that the suspension_bridge is subjected to a storm with
mean wind velocity Utt) or mean wind pressure pCt)
producing the bending moment Rtt.x) Then, alt, x =M*tx)
-MttoX) nMdix) -MCt,x) is the maximum value of the
bending moment M*(t,x) that the fluctuating part of wind
pressure PCt,x) can produce without failure. Since the
variances of M*(t,x) and M*(t.x) are evaluated in the
preceding section, the method developed in References 4
and 5 can be applied to estimate upper and lower bounds
of the probability of failure fy or the probability that
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M*(t,x) will not be confined in the domain defined by
- alt.x * M* tt, x a a(t, x

Evidently, for a storm with a different mean value
velocity function Uitt) a different value of Pf is
obtained. In fact, Qhtt) itself is usually a random
function of time containing a_ number of random parameters,
say Ut and To ; Ut(t) =üi(t; Ui,T). For example, the
following forms of ut tt,Q,,T.) are mathematically expedient
and at the same time agree with observations reasonably
well.

Üiitt Üt, T. Üt- e-ct/T°)* -«xttoo (25)

and
ü;ctiOt.T.)-ü:(.-iti/T) -t***t.

(26)
o otherwise

where Tc is a measure of the duration of a storm in Eq.
(1) while it is the duration in Eq.(2). Eq.(1) is used
in Reference 3-

The probability of failure Pj_ is then computed for
a storm with a particular set of U% and T, ; Pf

h(Üi,T,) • Therefore, the probability of failure Pf*
due to a Single application of a tatistical storm with

Qt and To being random is the expected value of
PtQx, TQ) with respect to Ui and T„ :

V -// Pj Um T. ftÜt, Tt,) JÜ, dT.
_

(27)
where f(ÜitT,) is the Joint density function of Ui and
Tc Hence, one can obtain the upper and lower bounds
of p* from those of Pf(Oi,T.) using Eq.(27).

4. Numerical Example

As an example, a Suspension bridge of the same
dimension as the Forth Bridge is considered with El
1.842 x 10'3 lb-ft2 ,A(x)= 309 - 1200(x/^)( /- x/i) ft,
-»icg 2.52 x 103 lb/ft,-mTg 8.38 x 10° lb/ft, £
3300 ft, H 4.934 x 10* lb (Eqs.(4) - (8)), and such
values of the linear viscous damping coefficients Mt
and Mt (Eqs.(6) and (7)) that the logarithmic damping
decrements of the first mode of independent lateral
Vibration of the truss and of the cäbles are both equal
to 0.05. In Eqs.(15) - (19), N 5 and in Eqs.(22) - (24),
£ 7, <p 2000 ft, K 0.01, « 0.2 and 2 200
ft (height of the truss above ground as in Refs.2 and 3).

With these parameter values, the variances of M*(t,x)
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and M*tt,x) can now be evaluated numerically (IBM 7090
is used) following the method described in Section2.
Because of the same assumption on the structure and the
wind, the variance ofM*(t,x) computed here is found to be
close to those in Refs.2 and 3« Once these variances
are computed, the bounding technique in Refs. 4 and 5
can be applied for the probability of failure pjtUi) with
the time dependent barrier a.(t,x) Since in the present
study, Eq.(26) is assumed for simplicity, a(t,x) becomes

att.x) |Cx;(l/c r\)\nUi-Ül il- -^-)) (28)

where %tx) is the bending moment of the truss at point x
due to f, =1 lb/ft and ft 1/8.9 lb/ft (this value 8.9
is taken from Ref.3 and it is the ratio between the
corresponding values of cft for the truss and the cäbles)
and Ui is the design wind velocity which is taken as
110 mp'h in this study.If the maximum mean wind velocity Ui is assumed to
have the second asymptotic distribution of largest values'
under a further assumption that Ui > 110 mph has a return
period of 3450 years3 then the density function C/a is
given by

i(0"-irM)""->[-(%;)"} ™>

where T is assumed to be 9.0 and Uc 110 [- -in il- 777~J| "

mph.
3 °

_ An additional assumption is made at this point that
U\ and Tc are proportional (or the intensity of storm

and its duration are proportional) which appears to
reflect the reality at least in approximation. In fact,
a value U\ /T, 5 ft/secJ observed from some Japanese
records3 is used here. Because of this assumption, Eq.
(27) becomes a Single Integration hence considerably
reducing the computational work:

fr/ r t>j(ut)j(üt)düt (30)

It is evident from Eq.(26) that pttÜt) 1 when Ü» >fnUd.
A further assumption cT cdr (see Eqs.(1) and (2)) is
made here so that the following analysis becomes
independent of the value offcrAr.

The upper and lower bounds of Pf* are computed as a
function of the safety factor_n (Fig.1). To be precise,
the probability of failure P,tU>.) and therefore pf* vary
along x However, the Variation is negligible because
the quantities £Cx.> / Ci (x) and gcx) /<r*(x) on which the
Variation depends, are almost constant according to the
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Fig. 1 Probability of Failure p as

function of safety factor n

numerical
computation.

In spite
of the rather
wide differences
between the
upper and lower
bounds, the
result shown
in Fig.1 is
quite useful
in many respects.
For example,
using Fig.1
one can examine
the effect of
increasing the
safety factor

n In fact,
Fig. 1 indi-
cates that the
probability of
failure decreases
by one order
of magnitude
from the order
of 10_z to that
of 10'3 by
increasing TL

from 1.0 to 2.0.
This implies
the increase

of the mean life by one order of magnitude from the order
of 100 years to that of 1000 years, if it is assumed
that significant storms occur on the average once a year.It is pointed out that from the view point of structural
reliability analysis, the probability of failure esti-
mated even only within the order of magnitude is a

significant information.

5. Conclusion and Acknowledgement

A method of safety analysis by which the probability
of failure of a Suspension bridge due to lateral wind
pressure caused by a (Statistical) storm can be evaluated,
is presented with a numerical example. The numerical
example indicated that the probability can at least be
estimated within the order of magnitude. This seeras
significant and satisfactory enough in view of the various
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assumptions one has to make as to structural response
properties as well as Statistical characteristics of
the wind.

This study identified the information that is needed
to make such an analysis more reliable. Other than those
already identified elsewhere (for example, Refs. 2 and 3)>
the following quantities have to be known with
reasonable accuracy; the cross-spectral density Sp,1^
(Eq.(20)) and more importantly, the mean wind velocity
QiCt) as a function of time t (Eqs.(25) and (26j) and

its Statistical nature, and the frequency of occurrence
of significant storms.

The authors are grateful to Professor A.M. Freudenthal,
Technical Director of -che Institute for the Study of
Fatigue and Reliability, Columbia University for his
support of the study.
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SUMMARY

This study presents a method of safety analysis of
aerodynamically stable Suspension bridges subjected to
lateral wind pressure. The pressure is treated as a
random process in space as well as in time. A numerical
example is given under certain assumptions of Statistical
characteristics of the wind velocity. Importance of such
a study lies not only in the development of a method of
probabilistic safety analysis but also in the fact thatit indicates what further information, Statistical or
otherwise, is needed to make the safety prediction more
reliable.

RESUME

Cette etude presente une methode d'analyse de securite
pour ponts suspendus aerodynamiquement stables soumis a une
pression de vent laterale. La pression est supposee arbitraire
dans l'espace et dans le temps. Un exemple numerique a ete
calcule a partir de certaines hypotheses des aaracteristiques
statistiques de la vitesse du vent. L'etude ne developpe pas
seulement une methode d'analyse de securite probabiliste, eile
indique avant tout quelles informations supplementaires,
statistiques ou autres. sont requises pour rendre les estimations
de securite plus precises.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Dieser Beitrag zeigt ein Verfahren für die Sicherheitsbetrachtung

aerodynamisch stabiler Hängebrücken, die seitlichem
Winddruck ausgesetzt sind. Der Druck wird als zufälliges

Ereignis in Raum und Zeit behandelt. Ein numerisches Beispiel
für bestimmte Annahmen der statistischen Charakteristiken der
Windgeschwindigkeit wird angegeben. Die Wichtigkeit solcher
Untersuchungen liegt nicht allein in der Entwicklung der
wahrscheinlichen Sicherheit, sondern auch darin, daß erkannt wird,
welche statistischen oder sonstigen Auskünfte künftig für die
Sicherheitsvoraussage zuverlässig sein werden.
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